1.8 million
New Yorkers live in poverty

1 in every 6
New Yorkers rely on emergency food daily

50%
of New York City children living in poverty will not graduate from high school on time

24,000
children sleep in New York City shelters every night

At least 30%
of babies born in New York are born into poverty

The Bronx is the poorest urban county in the United States

Why Your Cup of LemonAid Is Important:

$1.20 provides a meal for a hungry New Yorker

$32 pays for a weekly MetroCard, allowing a poor New Yorker to travel to and from work

$70 provides one day of high-quality pre-K for one 3 or 4 year old

$100 shelters a homeless New York family for a night

RobinHood.org/lemonAid